
Big Fishing Fortune 

Match two, three, four or five symbols across adjacent reels, starting with the leftmost reel to 

achieve a win. 

The values shown on fish symbols can only be won during the bonus game. 

Win Lines 

All games are played with 10-win lines. 

Wins can occur across any or all of the win lines. 

Only the highest award is paid per winning combination. 

Wins on different played lines are added. 

All wins pay left to right across adjacent reels (except the bonus), starting from the leftmost reel. 

The bonus win is added to any coincidental line wins, only the highest of a kind bonus feature is 

awarded. 

Wild Symbol 

The fisherman is the wild symbol and substitutes for all symbols except the bonus. 

It appears on all reels, in the bonus game only. 

Mixed Pays 

The fish symbols are mixed pays. 

They will award line wins landing in any combination as follows: 

 5x = 20x stake 

 4x = 5x stake 

 3x = 1x stake 

Fishing Match 3 Game 

In the Fishing Match 3 Game, players will determine the bonus Big Fish. 

The game will change to show six, nine or 12 identical tiles depending on the number of bonus 

symbols used to trigger the feature. 

Selecting these tiles one at a time will uncover a big fish and its associated catch value. 

Once you find three matching values, you can start the bonus with the corresponding value on 

the Big Fish. 

Big Fishing Bonus Entry 

Bonus symbols appear on all reels. 

Three or more bonus symbols landing anywhere in view starts the Big Fishing Fortune bonus. 

During the bonus feature, the big catch will only have a single value; this is chosen in the Match 

3 Game. 



With three bonus symbols, the big catch can be 100x, 50x, 30x and 20x. 

With four bonus symbols, the big catch can be 100x, 50x, 30x. 

With five bonus symbols, the big catch can be 100x, 50x. 

Big Fishing Fortune Bonus 

During the Big Fishing Fortune bonus, you have unlimited Free Spins until the Big Fish is caught. 

When a fisherman and any fish land in view, the values shown on all fish are paid. 

If more than one fisherman lands, each fish is awarded again for every fisherman in  view. 

When any Big Fish symbol lands in view, it will lock in place until a fisherman land. 

When the next fisherman lands, the Big Fish value is paid along with all other fish in view, and 

the bonus ends. 

If all 15 positions are locked with the big fish, the value shown on all fish is collected and the 

bonus ends. 

The values shown on all fish are multiples of the base game stake. 

RTP: 94.80% 

Max. Payout: $250,000 

Malfunction voids all plays and pays. 

The prizes are paid in accordance with the payout table available on the game interface.

Any game in progress for more than 35 days will be cancelled, and the corresponding bet will 
be refunded.


